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Gonçalo Fernandes 

Latin sources of the first printed  
Konkani and Marathi grammars (1640–1859) 

ABSTRACT 
This study describes the first printed grammar books of Konkani and Marathi, two closely related 
statutory provincial languages spoken in Goa and Maharashtra states, respectively, in India. From 
1640 to 1859, there are works by Thomas Stephens, S.J. (1549–1619), by an anonymous Portuguese 
Franciscan or Jesuit, living at Thane, near Mumbai, around the middle of the 17th century (New Goa 
1858), and by Francesco Saverio di Sant’Anna, O.C.D. (1771–1844) (New Goa 1859). These gram-
mars were written in Romanized scripts and based, undoubtedly, on the model of Latin grammar. I 
compared them with the Latin grammars by William Lily (ca. 1468–1522) and Manuel Álvares, S.J. 
(1526–1583), whose works were amongst the most influential grammars in the 16th and 17th centuries, 
trying to find correspondences between them. In sum, Thomas Stephens was clearly motivated by the 
English tradition, maybe by William Lily; the anonymous Marathi grammar had Stephens’ Konkani 
grammar as its main source; and Sant’Anna’s grammar was influenced by Latin and Portuguese 
grammarians, but it is impossible to identify its specific sources. 

1. Introduction
Marathi and Konkani are two closely related Indo-Aryan languages and statu-
tory provincial languages of the Indian states of Maharashtra (since 1950) and 
Goa (since 1992), respectively. Marathi is spoken by almost 75 million people 
and Konkani by more than two million. Nowadays, they are written in the Deva-
nagari script, and Kannada and Latin scripts are no longer in use (see Simons/ 
Fennig 2018). Only at the end of the 19th century were the studies of these lan-
guages developed considerably, mainly by José Gerson da Cunha (1844–1900), 
Sebastião Dalgado (1855–1922), Shennoi Goembab (1877–1946), Mariano Sal-
danha (1878–1975), and Joaquim António Fernandes (1889–1975). Goa was the 
headquarters of the Portuguese in the East, from 1510 to 1961 — the Portuguese 
conquest of Goa and the Indian annexation of Goa, respectively — and the first 
linguistic works were written by missionaries in the service of the Portuguese 
Patronage. Many of them are (still) lost. 
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The first printed grammar of Konkani was written by the English Jesuit Tho-
mas Stephens (1549–1619) — known by his Portuguese “translated” name, 
Thomás Estêvão — and published posthumously in 1640 (see, e.g. McManus 
2019). It was not until more than two centuries later, in the middle of the 19th 
century, that there were more published grammar books of Konkani and Mara-
thi. The great political and linguistic work for the restoration of Konkani and 
Marathi was made by the Portuguese layman Joaquim Heliodoro da Cunha Ri-
vara (1809–1879) in the second half of the 19th century.1 In 1855, he was ap-
pointed secretary of the governor-general of Goa and occupied that post until 
1870. In 1857, he was nominated the head of a special committee to coordinate, 
prepare, and print Portuguese-Konkani and Konkani-Portuguese dictionaries and 
“other monuments” of the Indian native languages. This commission included 
the Portuguese Lieutenant of Artillery Bernardino Camilo de Santana Pacheco 
(1822–1918) and the Goan-born doctor Francisco Luís Gomes (1829–1869), a 
native speaker of Konkani (see, for details, Fernandes 2019). 

During a 10-year period, Cunha Rivara published two grammars and a dic-
tionary of Konkani, written, respectively, by Thomas Stephens, S.J. (1549–
1619), and, probably, the Discalced Carmelite Francesco Saverio di Sant’Anna 
(1771–1844), and an anonymous Marathi grammar. Cunha Rivara also pub-
lished a historical essay of the Konkani language, first as an introduction to 
Stephens’s grammar (1857) and as an independent book (see Rivara 1858a). It 
has the first catalog of primary sources of Konkani, describes the history of 
Konkani, the Portuguese presence in India, and the action of missionaries from 
the Portuguese Patronage. Only in the 20th century was this catalog amended in 
Saldanha’s paper concerning the History of the Konkani Grammar (see Saldanha 
1936). 

2. Stephens’s grammar (1640–1857)
Stephens’s grammar is divided into three parts and consists of alphabet and pro-
nunciation, the description of the eight parts of speech, and the syntax. It is pre-
sented as describing primarily the language of the highest Hindu caste, namely, 
the Brahmins. It was improved by Diogo Ribeiro, S.J. (1560–1635), and re-
viewed by four anonymous Jesuits. The main differences between the 1857 
(Estevão 1857) and 1640 (Estevão 1640) editions are restricted almost only to 
formal aspects and not properly to the contents. Cunha Rivara cleaned the text, 
separated several paragraphs, inserted new orthographic signs and diacritics, 
translated various Latin words into Portuguese and developed some abbrevia-
tions.  

1) Concerning the contributions of Cunha Rivara (1809–1879) to the development of Konkani, see
Fernandes (2019). 
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Thomas Stephens was born in Bushtom, a village linked to Salisbury, in 
1549, and was educated in Oxford before his conversion to Catholicism. He 
studied Humanities and Philosophy in the Roman Jesuit College, reached Goa, 
in India, in 1579, and received the order of a Presbyter in 1580, becoming the 
Superior of Salsette 10 years later, where he died in 1619, at the age of 70 
(Schurhammer 1963: 367–376). 

Stephens’s grammar is, indeed, influenced by the Latin grammar. Whenever 
possible, he compares Konkani with Latin. Unfortunately, there is no evidence 
concerning the author he used as primary source. All references to Latin are ge-
neric, having no reference to a concrete author, such as: 

[...] assim como nas declinações do latim vemos que muitos nomes, que vão por 
sermo, sermonis, e outras declinações, differem em muitas syllabas, e letras nos 
casos rectos, e com tudo por concordarem nos genitivos vão por ellas; assim tambem 
nesta lingoa acharemos que muitos nomes della tem a mesma differença, e variedade 
de syllabas, letras, e terminações nos casos rectos, e com tudo, por concordarem nos 
genitivos, os havemos de declinar por aquella declinação, com que mais concordam 
no genitivo [...].  (Stephens 1857: 8) 
[… like in the Latin declensions we see that many nouns, which follow sermo, ser-
monis, and other declensions, differ in many syllables, and letters in the rect cases, 
however, because they agree in the genitive cases, they are used by them; So in this 
language we will find that many nouns have the same difference, and a variety of 
syllables, letters, and endings in the rect cases [nominatives], although, by agreeing 
on genitives, we shall decline them by that declension, with which they mostly agree 
in the genitive.] 

Nevertheless, Thomas Stephens, always using the Latin terminology, made the 
necessary metalinguistic adjustments. For example, concerning the prepositions, 
he explains that, in Konkani, there are not prepositions but only postpositions:  

Preposições nesta lingoa não ha, se não postposições, que se postpõe ás partes da 
oração. [...] Todas as postposições nesta lingoa regem Ablativo commumente, ti-
rando as tres que se seguem, isto he, legùinǂ, pǂrièntrǂ, ou Pǂriyentǂ, & Bhǂri, que 
regem Nominativo, ou Accusativo como Aitaru pǂrièntrǂ, até Domingo. Dôni 
mhǂinè pǂrièntrǂ, até dous mezes. Tò dissu leguinǂ, dezsde aquelle dia.  

(Stephens 1857: 110–111) 
[There are no prepositions in this language, but only postpositions, which are post-
poned to the parts of speech. (...) All postpositions in this language usually govern 
the ablative, except the following three, that is legùinǂ, pǂrièntrǂ, or Pǂriyentǂ, & 
Bhǂri, which govern the nominative, or the accusative like Aitaru pǂrièntrǂ, until 
Sunday, Dôni mhǂinè pǂrièntrǂ, for two months, and Tò dissu leguinǂ, since that 
day.] 

Stephens also says that Konkani has six declensions, in spite of Latin having 
five: 
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Nesta primeira, e em todas as mais declinações (que nesta lingoa são seis) (Nota 2.ª) 
acharemos haver duas vozes no singular e duas no plural, ás quaes são semelhantes 
todas as mais [...].  (Stephens 1857: 9) 
[In this first, and in all the other declensions (which in this language are six) (Note 
2a) we will find two words in the singular and two in the plural, to those all the others 
are similar.] 

The explanation about the declensions of Konkani is very curious.2 Francisco 
Luís Gomes (1829–1869), a Goan-born physician and another member of the 
special committee, at the end of Stephens’s grammar of 1857 (pp. 163–233), 
writes a final chapter with some “notes”, where he comments Stephens’s gram-
mar. These notes are based mainly on the Konkani grammar by Francesco di 
Santa’Anna. Francisco Gomes discusses the arguments of both, adding, as well, 
the opinion of other anonymous authors. For instance, concerning the number of 
declensions in Konkani, Francisco Gomes says that it was impossible to harmo-
nize all the theories. Thomas Stephens describes six, Santa’Anna five and the 
authors of another (currently lost) Konkani dictionary nine. But, for him, the 
correct perspective was the one adopted by Stephens (see Gomes 1857: 169). 

Stephens believes, for example, that the first Konkani declension has only 
four endings but the same six cases: nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, 
vocative and ablative: 

A primeira declinação tem quatro terminações, a breve, ǂ, ou, a longo, ai,3 y, u, e to-
dos estes nomes concordaõ em terem o segundo caso do singular em e; e o primeiro 
do plural em o, e o segundo em ã, como nos exemplos seguintes se verá: 

Singular Plural
Nom. Vattǂ Nom. Vatto 
Gen. Vatte Gen. Vattã 
Dat. Vatte Dat. Vattã 
Acc. Vattǂ Acc. Vatto 
Voc. Vatte Voc. Vattã 
Abl. Vatte 

Caminho 
[path] 

Abl. Vattã 

Caminhos 
[paths] 

(Stephens 1857: 10) 

[The first declension has four endings, the short “a”, “ǂ” or long “a”, “ai”, “y”, u”, 
and all these nouns agree in having the second singular case in “e”; And the first of 
the plural in “o”, and the second in “ã”, as will be seen in the following examples] 

Thomas Stephens was a Jesuit and it would be expected that he had used Manuel 
Álvares’s (1526–1583) De Institutitione Grammatica Libri Tres (Álvares 1572; 
1573),4 as it was imposed by the definitive version of the Ratio Studiorum: 

2) Concerning the numbers of declensions of Konkani according to the various grammarians, see,
e.g. Saldanha (1936: 733–734). Nowadays, some linguists report that Konkani has only one
declension and seven cases: Nominative, Accusative, Dative, Locative, Instrumental/Ergative,
Vocative and Genitive (see, e.g., Martínez de Antoñana 2015: 19). 

3) In fact, for Stephens, the first ending can finish in “a”, “ǂ” or long “a”. 
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23 Dabit operam vt nostri Magistri vtantur Grammatica Emmanuelis. Quod si Me-
thodi accuratioris, quam puerorum captus ferat alicubi videatur, vel Romanam acci-
piant, vel similem curet consiciendam consulto Praeposito Generali, salua tamen 
ipsa vi, ac proprietate omnium præceptorum Emmanuelis.  

(Ratio Studiorum 1598–99: 14) 
[23. The provincial shall see to it that our teachers use the grammar of Emmanuel 
Alvarez. If in some of our schools it is thought that his method is too detailed and re-
fined for the boys to master, the teachers should use the Roman grammar5 or, with 
the general’s approval, prepare a similar grammar, preserving, however, all the force 
and exactness of the precepts of Alvarez.  (Ratio Studiorum 1970: 9)] 

On the other hand, given that Thomas Stephens, S.J. (1549–1619), was an Eng-
lishman and was educated at Oxford, it would also be expected that he was in-
fluenced by Lily’s grammar, which “is the most famous Latin grammar to have 
appeared in England and represents a landmark in the country's educational his-
tory” (Gwosdek 2013: vii) and is “[...] the only legal textbook used in schools” 
(Luhtala 2013–19: 11).6 However, I did not find any explicit correspondence 
between any grammar and Stephens’s (see also Zwartjes 2011: 49; Fernandes 
2019), but it seems that there is more proximity with Lily’s than Manuel Ál-
vares’s grammar. The Latin terminology is also used by Manuel Álvares’s gram-
mar, but, for example, Stephens uses the term “subjunctive”, as Lily did, in 
opposition to Manuel Álvares, who classified it as conjunctive: 

Não tem outro presente do subiunctivo. Este modo serve em seu lugar pera plural e 
singular assim neste verbo como em todos os mais, como Pedru Padri laguy ulĮitǂ 
assǂtã, Francisco bhairǂ tthaunu ailo, estando Pedro fallando com o Padre, veio 
Francisco de fora.  (Stephens 1857: 40) 
[There is no other present of the subjunctive. This mood serves in its place for the 
plural and singular as in this verb as in all others, such as Pedru Padri laguy ulĮitǂ 
assǂtã, Francisco bhairǂ tthaunu ailo, while Peter is talking to the Priest, Francis 
came from outside.] 

There be .vi. Modes. The Indicatyue, the imperatyue, the Optatyue, the Potencial, 
the Subiunctyue, and the Infinityue. [...] T<h>e Subiunctyue ioyneth sentences to-
gyther, as Cum amarem eram miser. Whan I loued I was a wretch.  (Lily 1542: 170) 
De modo Coniunctiuo. 
Coniunctiuus modus apud Latinos duntaxat, quinque temporibus totidemque vocibus 
distinctis constat [...].  (Álvares 1573: 10v; Álvares 1584: 21) 

4) For the differences between Manuel Álvares’s Ars maior (1572) and Ars minor (1573), see
Kemmler (2013, 2015). 

5) The “Roman grammar” is the Italian edition of Álvares’s De Institutione grammatica libri tres
revised by Orazio Torsellino, S.J. (1545–1599) and published in Rome in 1584 (see Álvares
1584). It is a very different edition, with “[…] so many changes in structure, rules of syntax, and
annotations that it bore only superficial resemblance to Alvarez. So the Ratio of 1599 gave the
schools the choice of using the original Alvarez or the Roman substitute” (Farrell 1970: 117). 

6) Concerning Lily’s grammar, see Luhtala (2013) and Gwosdek (2013), for details. 
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[Of the Conjunctive mood. 
The conjunctive mood amongst Latins has only five tenses and the same distinctive 
voices …] 

Another interesting aspect is the classification of the gerund. Lily and Stephens 
classify it as Gerund “in –di”, “in –do” and “in –dum”, and Álvares merely pre-
sents the gerund and its declension (see, e.g., Álvares 1573: 18v.; 1584: 46): 

The gerunde in Di. is put after certayne substantiues, as Studium, causa, tempus [...]. 
It cometh also after certayn adiectiues, as Cupidus uisendi, Certus eundi, Peritus 
medicandi, Gnarus bellandi.  (Lily 1542: 199) 

Whan I haue the englysshe of the participle of the present tense with this sygne of, 
or with, commyng after a nowne adiectiue, it shal in latyne making, be put in the 
gerund in Do, as Defessus sum ambulando.  (Lily 1542: 199) 

The englyshe of the infinitiue mode commyng after a reason. and shewyng a cause 
of the reason, maye be put in the gerund in dum, as Dies mihi ut satis sit ad agen-
dum, uereor.  (Lily 1542: 199) 

Nevertheless, Cunha Rivara changed them and numerated them as first (in –di), 
second (in –do) and third gerund (in –dum) (Rivara 1857: 31).  

Thomas Stephens also compared Konkani with Portuguese,7 but never refers 
to any Portuguese grammar: 

Esta letra x se acha nesta lingoa em muitos vocabulos, e particularmente nos prin-
cipios delles [...], ficando algum modo de pronunciação do nosso Portuguez de sh 
com aspiração.  (Stephens 1857: 4) 
[This letter <x> is found in many words of this language, and particularly in the 
principles of them [...], remaining, in some way, the <x> with aspiration of the pro-
nunciation of our Portuguese] 

Todas as letras desta lingoa não se pronunciaõ como nós fazemos no nosso Portu-
guez ás nossas, que o fazemos com a pronunciação singela. Nesta lingoa nenhuma 
letra vem por si só, se não com outra, de modo que qualquer letra hade fazer syllaba, 
e não letra só.  (Stephens 1857: 8) 
[All letters of this language are not pronounced as we do in our Portuguese to ours, 
which we do with the simple pronunciation. In this language no letter comes by it-
self, but with another, so that any letter will make a syllable, not only a letter.] 

3. Marathi grammar (1858)
The first printed grammar of Marathi was published by Cunha Rivara only in 
1858. He thought that it was a different Konkani dialect, spoken in the region of 
Baçaim (Bassein-Vasai) and an excellent complement to Stephens’s grammar 
(Rivara 1858b: [ii]). However, Mariano Saldanha states that it is not a Konkani 

7) Interestingly and, at the same time, strangely, Thomas Stephens does not compare Konkani with
other European languages, mainly English, his mother tongue. 
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but a Marathi grammar, describing the colloquial Marathi and its dialect of the 
north: 

Esta é a primeira gramática marata, escrita em lingua europeia e representa o dia-
lecto concânico do norte, ou o marata coloquial de Bagaim, Bandora, Bombaim, e 
outros territórios do norte do Concão, ao tempo sob o domínio português.   
 (Saldanha 1936: 721) 
[This is the first grammar of Marathi, written in the European language and repre-
sents the Northern Konkani dialect, or the colloquial Marathi of Bagaim, Bandorá, 
Bombay, and other northern territories of Konkani, then under Portuguese Patron-
age.] 

The author of the Marathi grammar was, maybe, an anonymous Portuguese 
Franciscan or Jesuit missionary, living at Thane, near Mumbai, in Maharashtra 
State in Western India, in the 17th century. Rivara explains that he did not know 
anything about its author or if the manuscript was a copy or the original, any 
conclusions being obtained by inference (Rivara 1858b: [ii]). This grammar is 
also divided into three parts, consisting of warnings about the phonetics and 
orthography (“advertencias”, pp. 1–4), the accents and parts of speech (“accen-
tos”, pp. 4–138), and syntax (“Syntaxis”, pp. 138–181). The influence of the 
Latin grammar is also evident throughout the book.  

It classifies words into eight parts of speech, like the majority of the Latin 
grammarians and Thomas Stephens’s, in this order: noun, pronoun, verb, par-
ticiple, preposition, adverb, interjection, conjunction, and the “traditional” six 
cases. As Thomas Stephens did, it divides the noun into six declensions, com-
paring them to the language described in the “Arte Canarina de Goa” by Ste-
phens: 

A primeira declinação he toda de nomes femininos, tem quatros terminações e saber 
ã, ãi, y, ú. Tem o Genitivo do singular em é, o Nominativo do plural em a, e o Geni-
tivo em ã: como se verá nos exemplos. Todo o nome he daquelle genero, de que he o 
nome por onde se declina: por esta razão, como vattǂ seja do genero feminino, do 
mesmo genero serão todos os nomes, que por elle se declinarem. 
Assim como no Latim, ainda que os nomes discrepem no Nominativo, todavia se 
concordão no Genitivo, vão pela declinação, com quem concordão neste caso: assim 
mesmo se observa nesta Lingua. v. g. Crupi, ainda que discrepa de váttó, com tudo 
por concordar no Genitivo Crupé, vai por Vàttò, Vàtté. Mas estes nesta Lingua do 
Norte são pouco; por isso não faço particular terminação, como na Arte Canarina de 
Goa.  (Anonymous 1858: 4) 

[The first declension is entirely of feminine nouns; there are four endings and know 
ã, ãi, and, ú. It has the genitive of the singular in é, the nominative of the plural in a, 
and the genitive in ã: as will be seen in the examples. All nouns are of the gender of 
the noun by which they decline: for this reason, as vattǂ is of the feminine gender, 
all the nouns that are declined by it will be of the same gender. Like in Latin, al-
though the nouns differ in the nominative, they nonetheless agree in the genitive, 
they go by the declension with which they will agree in this case: so it is observed in 
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this language. For example, “crupi”, although it is different from “váttó”, by agree-
ing in the genitive, “crupé” goes by “vàttò”, “vàtté”. But there are not many of these 
in this Northern language; So, I do not make a particular ending, as in the Konkani 
Art of Goa.] 

This explicit reference to the “Arte Canarina de Goa” [Konkani Art of Goa] and 
other comparisons with the language of Goa throughout the whole grammar may 
mean that Thomas Stephens’s grammar was, in fact, its main source. Further-
more, it also uses the same designations as Stephens of subjunctive mood and 
the gerund in –di, –do and –dum, that, similarly, was changed by Cunha Rivara 
to “first”, “second” and “third” gerunds (Rivara 1858: 33). 

Concerning the subjunctive mood, it does not explain how it works, but it 
presents mainly its paradigms and how it is formed, such as:  

O presente, e imperfeito do optativo, e subjunctivo se forma da primeira pessoa do 
singular do indicativo, mudando aquelle tӁ em tǂ: como sodhitӁ, sodhitǂ. Os prefei-
tos, e plusquam perfeitos são os mesmos do modo indicativo. O futuro invariavel se 
forma do preterito perfeito do indicativo, e mudando a letra a em ea, accrescentando 
aquella particula uǂrǂ: como sodhila, sodhileauǂrǂ.  (Anonymous 1858: 129) 

 [The present, and the imperfect of the optative, and subjunctive is formed from the 
first person singular of the indicative, changing that “tӁ” in “tǂ”, like “sodhitӁ”, 
“sodhitǂ”. The perfect and the pluperfect are the same as the indicative mood. The 
invariable future is formed from the perfect preterite of the indicative, and changing 
the letter “a” into “ea”, adding that particle “uǂrǂ” like “sodhila, sodhileauǂrǂ”.] 

It is also very interesting that, concerning the preposition, it says also that this 
Indian language does not have exactly prepositions but, instead, postpositions, 
like Stephens’s grammar: 

Nesta lingua não ha propriamente preposições, senão postposições: porque sempre 
se poem depois das outras partes da oração, e depois do seu caso. Somente a post-
posição vinnǂ igualmente se põe antes, como depois: v.g. vinnǂ raze, e outras vezes 
raze vinnǂ. 
Todas as postposições nesta lingua regem ablativo, tirando algumas, que querem 
nominativo, ou accusativo: v.g. leguinǂ, porientrǂ, bǂrǂ: to dissǂ leguinǂ, desde 
aquelle dia; denǂ vǂrissã pǂrientrǂ, até dous annos; cem bǂrǂ, até cento.   
 (Anonymous 1858: 130) 
[In this language there are not properly prepositions, but postpositions: because they 
always stand after the other parts of the clause, and after their case. Only the post-
position vinnǂ is also put before, as well as after: e.g. “vinnǂ raze”, and other times 
“raze vinnǂ”. All postpositions in this language govern the ablative, except a few, 
which govern the nominative, or the accusative: e.g. “leguinǂ”, “porientrǂ”, “bǂrǂ”: 
“to dissǂ leguinǂ”, since that day; “denǂ vǂrissã pǂrientrǂ”, up to two years; “cem 
bǂrǂ”, up to one hundred.] 
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It is clear that the main source of this anonymous Marathi grammar was Thomas 
Stephens’s Konkani book, and it seems that the influence of Latin came, at least 
indirectly, through Thomas Stephens’s grammar. 
 
 
4. Francesco Saverio di Sant’Anna’s grammar (1859) 
The 1859 grammar was perhaps written by the Italian Discalced Carmelite Fran-
cesco Saverio di Sant’Anna, O.C.D. (1771–1844), Vicar Apostolic of Verapoli, 
near Cochi at Kerala, in the southwestern Indian Malabar Coast, from 1831 to 
1840 (see Moroni 1845: 242). 

It is a “short grammar” [“huma pequena Grammatica” ([Sant’Anna] 1859: 
106)], has a different structure and the author had different concerns than those 
of Thomas Stephens and the Marathi grammarian. It is introduced by some ob-
servations concerning the Marathi or Devanagari scripts, syllables, pronuncia-
tion, accents, diacritics and punctuation (pp. 1–27). The grammar itself is di-
vided into 46 items about the eight parts of speech (pp. 29–145), ending with a 
special chapter with some general observations about the study of this language 
(pp. 144–145).  

The grammar describes a modern version of the spoken language in south-
ern India, in opposition to the other grammars, which described classic lan-
guages. According to Cunha Rivara, the grammar was written in Portuguese 
with the influence of the Italian language, which he had amended (Rivara 1859: 
[iii]). 

The main sources of the 1859 grammar are also the Latin grammar. The 
author used the expression como em latim [like in Latin] many times, and he 
tried to adjust the Konkani language to Latin. For example, he describes five 
declensions (instead of six, as in the others) and the same six cases as in Latin 
([Sant’Anna] 1859: 30). Sant’Anna often also uses the Portuguese grammar as 
an example, mainly concerning the pronunciation of the vowels and consonants 
([Sant’Anna] 1859: 3–9) and the description of the eight parts of speech ([Sant’ 
Anna] 1859: 29–30), and other European languages, such as French, English and 
Italian. His most difficult task was to analyze the verb, which he denominated as 
a labyrinth, but he tried to “[...] reduzir os verbos desta língua á forma das con-
jugações, que commumente se achão nas grammaticas das linguas europeas 
[...].” ([Sant’Anna] 1859: 72) [reduce the verbs of this language to the form of 
conjugations, which are commonly found in the grammar of the European lan-
guages]. 

Curiously, Sant’Anna uses only once the designation subjunctive mood (p. 
73). The whole grammar uses the “Portuguese” terminology of “conjunctive” 
(“Conjunctivo”). Another interesting aspect is the fact that he does not use the 
Latin terminology of the gerunds but, in its place, the Portuguese, presenting the 
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conjugations of the Gerund of the Present (“sendo” [being]) and Gerund of the 
Preterite (“Tendo sido” [having been]) ([Sant’Anna] 1859: 80). 

Sant’Anna analyzes, for example, the Portuguese verb “haver” [to have], 
which does not exist in Konkani: 

O verbo haver não existe nesta lingua; mas suppre-se com o assã unido ao dativo, 
justamente como em latim est mihi. Neste sentido em lugar de dativo dá-se lhe fre-
quentemente ablativo com a preposição cǂdde , ou laghƭ, isto he, perto, ou com; isto 
porem só se pode fazer quando se falla de cousas moveis; pois se se usassem taes 
preposições fallando-se de cousas immoveis, o verbo não significaria ja haver, mas 
estar vizinho.  ([Sant’Anna] 1859: 82) 
[The verb “to have” does not exist in this language; But it is supplied by “assan” 
attached to the dative, exactly like in Latin “est mihi”. In this sense, instead of the 
dative one frequently finds the ablative with the preposition “cǂdde” or “laghƭ”, 
which means, “near” or “with”; This can only be done when one talks there of mov-
able things; If one used these prepositions when talking of things that were immov-
able, the verb would not mean “to have”, but “to be neighbor”.]  

On the contrary, there are verbs in Konkani that do not exist in Portuguese or in 
Latin. It is the case, for instance, of the verb zatã, which means to do or to be 
done, to produce or to be produced, to become or to subsist, to be or other mean-
ings, depending on the context: 

O verbo zatã tem tantas significações, que não ha verbo que o iguale nem em portu-
guez, nem em latim. Humas vezes significa fazer-se, ou ser feito, outras vezes pro-
duzir-se, ou ser produzido; outras vir a ser; outras subsistir; outras ser; e outras 
vezes outra cousa. 
[...] Elle serve de auxiliar aos verbos, e a alguns irregulares. Quando entra na con-
jugação dos passivos, se lhe pode dar o significado de ser; mas quando entra em 
ajuda dos irregulares, muitas vezes convem dar-lhe outro sentido. Só o uso pode en-
sinar a vasta significação deste frequentissimo verbo, ou que esteja só por si, ou que 
entre na oração como auxiliar Na sua propria conjugação tem necessidade de ser aju-
dado em alguns tempos do auxiliar assã.  ([Sant’Anna] 1859: 82) 
[The verb “zatã” has so many meanings that there is no verb that compares to it 
either in Portuguese or in Latin. Often it means to make oneself, or to be made, other 
times, to produce oneself, or to be produced; Others, to become; Others, to subsist; 
Others, to be; and sometimes other things. (...) It serves as an aid to verbs, and some 
irregular ones. When it enters into the conjugation of the passive, it can be given the 
meaning of “to be”; but, when it comes to the aid of the irregular verbs, it is often 
appropriate to give it another meaning. Only the use can teach the various meanings 
of this very common verb, or that it is alone in itself, or it enters into the clause as an 
auxiliary verb. In its own conjugation it needs to be helped in some tenses of the 
auxiliary verb “assã”.] 

Thus, for Sant’Anna, the better relationship is with the French verb “devenir” or 
the Italian “divenire”: 
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Na sua conjugação dou-lhe a significação de vir a ser (correspondente á do verbo 
francez devenir, & do italiano divenire), não porque esta lhe seja mais propria, ou 
mais frequente que outras, mais só por lhe dar huma, que não compete a outro verbo.  
 ([Sant’Anna] 1859: 82-83) 
[In its conjugation, I give it the meaning of “becoming” (corresponding to the 
French verb “devenir” and the Italian “divenire”), not because it is more proper to it, 
or more frequent than others, but only to give it one [meaning], which does not com-
pete with another verb.] 

 
 
5. Concluding remarks 
In three consecutive years, 1857–1859, the Portuguese layman Joaquim Helio-
doro da Cunha Rivara, who never spoke or wrote any paper in Konkani or Mara-
thi, published two different grammars of Konkani and a grammar of Marathi, the 
only ones written from the beginning of the 17th century until the first half of 
the 19th century. Without this work as editor, some of these primary sources 
would have been lost forever. 

Undoubtedly, all of the first grammar books of Konkani and Marathi were 
influenced by Latin grammar books but there is no evidence concerning the 
authors they used as primary sources. The first printed Konkani grammar book, 
written by Thomas Stephens and published in 1640 and 1857, was clearly moti-
vated by the English tradition, perhaps by William Lily’s grammar, because, 
among other causes, he maintains the designation of “subjunctive mood”, in-
stead of Manuel Álvares’s “conjunctive mood”. 

The first Marathi grammar, published anonymously only in 1858, but writ-
ten probably by a Portuguese Franciscan or Jesuit living at Thane in the middle 
of the 17th century, had Thomas Stephens’s Konkani grammar as main source. 
It inclusively mentions the “Arte Canarina de Goa” (Stephens’s grammar) and 
compares both languages. 

Finally, Cunha Rivara also published another Konkani grammar in 1859, 
written, probably, by Francesco Saverio di Sant’Anna, O.C.D. It is still impossi-
ble to identify his primary sources, but there is no doubt that he was also influ-
enced by the Latin tradition and Portuguese contemporary grammarians, in spite 
of having compared Konkani with other European languages, such as French, 
English, and Italian.  
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